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Description
Album Summary: (3-CD + DVD + 308 page book) Bear Family Records came into being in the late summer of 1975. We want to celebrate the company's 40th anniversary with a very special release. A CD/DVD/book edition has been produced just for this event. You may purchase this item at a special price. Our friends in the music industry, musicians and songwriters, have written and recorded a collection of 'Bear' songs especially for our anniversary. These original recordings - 72 in all - are available exclusively on this LP-sized Bear Family boxed set. Especially interesting are the songs that deal not just with any old bear, but with our own Bear Family label - Ry Cooder: I Wanna Be On Bear Family When I Die, Jim Diamond: Bear Family - Deke Dickerson: Bear Family Talking Blues - Roland Heinrich: Sixteen Discs, and Kim Lenz: What. In the accompanying 308-page LP-sized publication, you will read comments and remarks of internationally recognized music critics, experts and authors on Bear Family. We have re-printed all song lyrics, and of course there is a picture of every performing artist. Look back on Bear Family's 40-year history with the lavishly illustrated book. We want to thank all our facilitators and supporters who have made us what we are today, and last but not least we say goodbye to companions we have lost.

Citation Information

The German-based label, Bear Family Records, is the preeminent reissue label in the whole world. When they issue a box set of recordings by an artist and call it "The Complete Collection", they mean it. And if additional items are located, or new info discovered, they correct that. And here is a case in point. At one time, Bear Family had a tendency to include an excessive number of alternate takes, but while they’ve included a few here, there aren’t enough to put anybody off. Four different versions of one of Webb’s biggest hits (Slowly) may seem excessive, but they do illustrate the perfectionist in Webb. He was quite content to leave a song in the vaults if he wasn’t satisfied with the recording, then return to it at a later date and try doing it in a slightly different way. Bear Family Records - seit 1975 - Die weltweit renommierteste Firma für Wiederveröffentlichungen - Country Music und Rock'n'Roll, Schlager der 50er und 60er Jahre, Beat, internationale Oldies, Chansons, Jazz, Kabarett & Kultur. Save this seller. Contact seller. Side Refine Panel. Category. All. Bear Family Records Serien. Forty Autumns makes visceral the pain and longing of one fam In this illuminating and deeply moving memoir, a former American military intelligence officer goes beyond traditional Cold War espionage tales to tell the true story of her family—of five women separated by the Iron Curtain for more than forty years, and their miraculous reunion after the fall of the Berlin Wall. Oh and speaking of children: there are several photos of Nina's family, adorable children . soooo beautiful: and of her mother Hanna, her grandparents, Oma and Opa, and Hanna's eight siblings, extended family historical buildings- lots of great photos included. note: The 'women' in this family are powerhouses!!!